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Grow a plant collection 
to be envious of



Who do you 
have to be?

2 Great 
photographer

3 Interiors 
obsessed

1  Plant 
 lover

Our mission is to help people bring their spaces to 
life with nature. So we want to celebrate our leafy 
community by showcasing the best plant filled 
interiors on Instagram. 

It doesn't matter how many followers you have. 
As long as you are plant & interiors obsessed 
and take a great photograph, we would love 
to hear from you!
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Throughout the year you'll receive Leaf Envy 
products & botanical surprises to style & shoot in 
your home. Think new pot design launches, rare & 
unusual species & the best plant care accessories 
for you to try out & shout about on IG plus:

→ 
Free shipping with 
Leaf Envy for one 
whole year.

→ 
Unique discount code 
worth £10 to share with 
your followers & friends. 
Every time someone 
uses your referral link 
you'll receive £10 off 
your next Leaf Envy
purchase.

→
Early access to our 
ticketed Workshops & 
meet ups IRL.

→ 
Option to become a 
member of our SMS 
VIP Club so you can 
text our Plant Guru with 
plant related questions 
anytime
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As a Leaf Envy ambassador you'll get 
early access to our latest & greatest 
botanical products to style, test & 
review in your home!

In exchange we require you to showcase your new 
leafy gift in your home with:

1. Feed imagery

3. Story video & 
or imagery

2. Reel video

4. Answers to our 
Q&A form which 
you'll get sent 
after you have 
received your 
botanical surprise

The more you post & the better the quality of 
imagery, the more Leaf Envy gifts you'll receive 
in exchange! We'll review your participation 
& reward our best ambassadors with the 
ultimate leafy surprises.

5. Include the 
following tags 
& hashtags:

 @leafenvy
#leafyambassador 
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Submit your best photo showing how you 
style your home with plants

Answer the following question:
What is your favourite houseplant and why?

Submissions must be sent to the following email:
ambassador@leafenvy.co.uk



• Answer the following              
   question:

Here are some 
plant styling tips

→ Shelf Life
Arrange plants at different heights 
on a bookshelf to create a sense 
of balance, allowing some to hang 
down and others to pop out amidst 
other objects.

→ Softening spaces
Let plants frame furniture or soften 
spaces or corners by creating 
signature accents and simultaneously 
reconnecting you with nature.

→ Cascading
Group cascading plants together on a 
shelf and let their leaves dramatically 
cascade down to bring instant life to 
an empty wall or space.

→ Humidity loving plants
Introduce humidity loving plants into 
a bathroom or kitchen to soften and 
bring warmth to hardware materials 
such as tiles and mirrors.
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→ Pairing with other objects
Pair ornamental plants with other 
'objects d’art' that are complementary 
to each other's form to create a chic 
decorative display.

→ Jungle Dreams 
Free up space on your bedside table 
with pendant lighting and pick a pot 
or plant colour and texture that 
compliments your bed linen.



leafenvy.co.uk | @leafenvy

Happy posting !


